The efficacy of aldose reductase inhibitors on polyol accumulation in human lens and retinal pigment epithelium in tissue culture.
The formation of excess sugar alcohol mediated by aldose reductase (AR) and its intracellular accumulation in lens with resultant hydration is thought to be the initiating mechanism in the pathogenesis of diabetic and galactosemic cataracts. AR is also involved in other diabetic complications including retinopathy and neuropathy. Therefore, there is heightened interest in developing effective AR inhibitors (ARIs) for possible clinical use in human diabetes. However, the evaluation of these drugs for potential clinical use requires that the compounds be evaluated in appropriate target tissues since AR from different tissues is known to exhibit differential susceptibility to ARIs. The relative efficacy of ARIs in human lens epithelium (HLE) and human retinal pigment epithelium (HRPE) was studied by measuring the degree of inhibition of galactitol formation at various concentrations of ARI following incubation of cells in high galactose media for 72 hrs. Regardless of the structural characteristics of the ARIs investigated, higher doses were required to inhibit polyol synthesis in HRPE as compared to HLE cells. Based on ED50 values, dose required for 50% inhibition, the order of potencies against both HLE and HRPE enzymes was AL-4114 greater than AL-3152 greater than AL-1576 greater than tolrestat greater than statil greater than sorbinil. Since some ARIs are known to be bound to plasma proteins, it is conceivable that the observed differences in ED50 values could be due to differential binding to serum proteins in the culture medium. This possibility was examined by employing cultures of dog lens epithelium (DLE). These cells, which synthesize much higher levels of galactitol than HLE and HRPE, could be maintained in serum-free media for short periods (4 hrs) of time. The results, which demonstrate that the extent of polyol inhibition was the same in the presence or absence of serum, suggest that the differences in the potency of the inhibitors may reflect their inherent activity against AR in HLE and HRPE cells.